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Leg Swelling Causes and Concerns 
By Bryan Carter, MPA·C, Phlebo/ogy-Surgery 

I t's all too common for many people to walk
around daily unable to see their ankles, and yet, 
they don't realize the seriousness of the bigger 

problem happening on the inside. Other individu
als may be so affected by the swelling of their 
ankles and calves that they cannot walk or even get 
their shoes on. 

It is normal to experience a little ankle and leg 
edema, and it is even expected after a long holiday 
weekend when we've eaten more foods with a high 
sodium content, and have had a few extra alcoholic 
beverages than normal. But the Edema should be 
resolving overnight. If not then other consider
ations are to be presumed. One of the most 
common causes of leg swelling by far is bad veins 
circulation. 

Other Common Causes: 

1. Heart Failure-Heart is not pumping efficiently
2. Medication side effects-Especially blood

pressure medicines
3. Kidney function decline
4. Liver function decline
5. Lymphatic functional decline
6. Infections
7. Most critical-blood clots in the legs

If someone does have 
leg swelling, many 
tests are available to 
find the cause. One 
of the most important 
causes is the possibil
ity of a leg blood clot 
f 

_,,,....,.. .,,,. ...... ........... rom the "damaged -- --
veins" or the Venous Insufficiency. This is the most 
critical possibility, due to the likelihood of it being 
life-threatening. 

First, see your primary care physician, they should 
evaluate you with checking your blood work, exam
ining your legs, checking medications and simulta
neously getting you referred to a cardiology 
/vascular office to evaluate you for heart function 
and a leg ultrasound to rule out the potential blood 
clot and to check for Venous insufficiency. This 
Venous insufficiency study is a specialized test that 
hospitals and your local imaging centers are not 
accustomed to. This test is a very detailed ultra
sound, and it's utilized to determine the functional 
status of the veins as well as to find any blood clots 
in the veins. 

Vein Disease: 

Should your test come back pos,t,ve for 
Venous Insufficiency, that means your veins 
have either been damaged to the point where 
the valves do not control the blood flow back 
up to the heart, or the Veins have been signifi
cantly stretched out. With both of these diag
noses, again the same situation hold true; 
your valves can not control the blood flow 
back to the heart. 

Genetics are the number one cause of Venous 
Insufficiency along with secondary complica
tions like, standing or sitting for extended 
periods of time, trauma to the legs, obesity, 
pregnancies, as well as other possibilities. 

As you notice the swelling worsening, more 
and more irreversible damage is occurring 
under the skin plus you're increasing the risk 
of potential blood clot formation. 

Bryan Carter, MPA-C 
8575 NE 138th Lane 
Lady Lake, FL 32159 

(352)-674-2080 

Toll Free: 1-855-432-7848 (Heart 4 U) 

www.villageheartandvein.com 
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As seen below in the picture the swelling can 
progress to the varicose vein's and then leading 
to the stasis dermatitis skin discoloration and 
then Venous ulceration and skin breakdown 
which can lead to cellulitis. 

Treatment Options: 

If you do have a positive test confirming Venous 
Insufficiency, treatment options are much better 
than in the years past. No vein stripping is 
needed, and diuretics are NEVER a long-term 
treatment option. Daily use of medical grade 
and accurately measured support socks are the 
initial start to control the Venous insufficiency. 
Daily Pool exercising is highly beneficial, as well 
as intermittent leg elevation. All of these will aid 
in keeping the edema control. 

The best outcomes for Venous insufficiency are 
with treatment options that include Venous 
thermal ablation and Venous chemical ablation. 
There are no sutures and no down time, and best 
of all, these procedures are performed in the 
office. You are able to resume normal routine 
activity right after your treatment. 

At Village Heart & Vein Center. Bryan Carter spe
cializes in venous issues and leg health, taking 
great pride in getting to know his patients on an 
individual level. He is supported by a full-service 
cardiology practice. Mr. Carter is a previous 
Army combat medic who obtained his Masters in 
Physician Assistant studies with a thesis in 
Venous Disease and Treatment. Mr. Carter has 
been treating vein problems since October 2002 
and was one of the first Physician Assistants to 
perform thermal ablation-a treatment that soon 
made traditional vein stripping extinct. Bryan has 
personally trained physicians, physician assis
tants and nurse practitioners throughout Florida 
and Georgia and is an active member of the 
American College of Phlebology. He is also one 
of only a few to be inducted into the American 
Venous Forum. 

To find out more, please visit their website at vil
lageheartandvein.com, or call their office to 
schedule your appointment at, (352) 674-2080. 
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Make the Resolution to Live Your Best Life 

A 
fter a season of giving to others, the new 
year is your time to shine. It's the perfect 
opportunity to think about what you can 

change to make your life happier, healthier and, 
most importantly, more fun. 

Many seniors find that their quality of life improves 
when they move into a community. After all, having 
delicious food, housekeeping, fitness classes, and 
friends just outside your door takes away the hassle 
of transportation, chores, and worries. 

Conveniently located in the The Villages" commu• 
nity in sunny Florida, Sumter Senior Living provides 
you with the freedom to live your best life, exactly 
as you want. At Sumter Senior Living, you can rest 
easy knowing that your lifestyle and interests will be 
catered to and your expectations exceeded. With a 
variety of living options as well as wellness, cultural, 
and educational programs offered daily, this is the 
place for you to live your best 2022. 

Friends All Around 
Over 42.6 million seniors feel lonely, according to 
the American Senior Housing Association. But lone• 
liness can be more than just feeling isolated. It could 
be that your surroundings aren't as engaging as they 
once were. Or maybe you're tired of having to drive 
in order to see friends and family. Sound familiar? 

Although common, loneliness isn't something to 
ignore. It's been linked to chronic illnesses such as heart 
disease by the Centers for Disease Control and Preven
tion. Which is why it's necessary to surround yourself 
with people and experiences that bring you joy and 
adventure. Not to mention that studies have shown 
social engagement can improve cognitive health. 

Fortunately, Sumter Senior Living's warm and 
inviting atmosphere makes it easy to be social-and 
on your own terms, too. If you're a free spirit, head 
down to our Grande Clubhouse where resort-style 
amenities such as our heated pool, full bar, and 
fitness center are yours to enjoy. If you like more 
structure, our activities calendar has plenty to offer. 
From team trivia to shopping trips, there's some• 
thing here for everyone. 

Fitness Fit For You 
Exercise is an essential part of a healthy lifestyle. 
The World Health Organization recommends that 
seniors should aim for at least 150 minutes per 
week. With benefits such as alleviating stress and 
improving balance, it's definitely worth your time 
and effort. 

But sometimes it's hard to get up and at it on your 
own. Driving to the gym takes time and sometimes the 
classes aren't senior-friendly. And it can be hard to stay 
motivated when you're the only one exercising. 

At Sumter Senior Living, our fitness classes and 
wellness programs offer you fun ways to be healthy. 
Feel strong in our water weights class, dance the 
morning away with chair Zumba, or exercise at your 
own pace in our fitness center. Here, we accommo
date your personal interests and goals so you can stay 
active in a way that works for you. 

Food for Thought 
Exercise and diet go hand-in-hand in terms of a 
healthy lifestyle. Yet, sometimes cooking a nutritious 
dinner or taking weekly trips to the grocery store can 
be exhausting. Wouldn't it be nice to have it all 
prepared in the perfect proportions and brought 
right to you? 

Sumter Senior living's all-inclusive, restaurant-style 
dining is available anytime. Enjoy incredible menu 
items and multi-venue options on your own 
schedule. Our program provides the flexibility to 
meet your unique lifestyle. You'll always have a seat 
at the table and plenty of friends to enjoy meals with. 
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A Place Where You Belong 
Sumter Senior Living is proud to offer a continuum 
of living options to suit all needs and preferences, 
including Independent Living, Assisted living, and 
Memory Care all on one beautifully landscaped 
campus. 

Managed by Grace Management, Inc. (GMI), a 
leader in providing the best senior living experi
ences, Sumter Senior living has been able to 
elevate industry standards by delivering excep
tional living experiences while providing the 
resources and information seniors and their loved 
ones need to make important life decisions. Grace 
Management, Inc. is a subsidiary of CPF living 
Communities and is ranked in ASHA's 50 largest 
seniors housing owners. 

For more information or to schedule a 
personalized visit, please call (352) 674-3600 or 

visit www.SumterSeniorLiving.com. 

SUMTER SENIOR LIVING 
A CRACE MGMT COMMUNITY 

1490 Killingsworth Way, 
The Villages, Florida 32162 

352.707.9959 

www.sumterseniorliving.com 

Assisted living license Numbet: 12227 
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Do You Have Kidney Stones? 
By Ingrid Calliste, MD 

he kidneys are a major part of our detoxifying 
system. These two small bean-shaped organs 
clean the blood and filter waste and toxins to 

make urine. If there is an imbalance or insufficient 
fluids, the waste can build up in the kidneys and cause 
kidney stones. 

Many people are unaware that they've ever had 
kidney stones because they can easily move through 
the urinary tract and are passed out with little to no 
discomfort if they are small enough. However, larger 
kidney stones do cause irritation, and in severe cases, 
can be extremely painful. Other symptoms of kidney 
stones are bloody urine, back pain, nausea, vomiting, 
fever, pain while urinating, cloudy urine, and a strong 
odor. 

The National Kidney Foundation information clearly 
explains the following statement on the types of 
stones and their causes: 

There are four main types of stones:• 
1. Calcium oxalate: The most common type of
kidney stone which is created when calcium combines
with oxalate in the urine. Inadequate calcium and fluid
intake, as well other conditions, may contribute to
their formation.

2. Uric acid: This is another common type of kidney
stone. Foods such as organ meats and shellfish have
high concentrations of a natural chemical compound
known as purines. High purine intake leads to a higher
production of monosodium urate, which, under the
right conditions, may form stones in the kidneys. The
formation of these types of stones tends to run in
families.

3. Struvite: These stones are less common and are
caused by infections in the upper urinary tract.

4. Cystine: These stones are rare and tend to run in
families

Kidney Stone Treatment 
If the stone is small enough, the physician will want 
you to try and pass it naturally through urinating. 
Drinking adequate amounts of water is essential. You 
may also need IV fluids to help your body pass the 
stone more quickly and efficiently, and pain medica
tions can be given to ease the discomfort. If the stone 
is large, has blocked the ureter, and caused urine 
retention, or if there are signs of infection, surgery 
may be required. 

Noninvasive Treatment to Break up  the Stone(s) 

Shock-wave lithotripsy is a noninvasive procedure 

that uses high-energy sound waves to blast the 

stones into fragments that are then more easily 
passed out in the urine. In ureteroscopy, an endo

scope is inserted through the ureter to retrieve or 
obliterate the stone. Rarely, for very large or com

plicated stones, doctors will use percutaneous 
nephrolithotomy. 1 

If you have symptoms such as the following, they 

are often common warning indicators of kidney dis
orders: 

• Discomfort when urinating
• Foul odor in urine

• Fluid retention in the lower extremities and feet
• Shortness of breath

• Fatigue

• Decreased urine output

• Nausea
• Irregular heartbeat

• Muscle weakness
• Chest pain

Treatment is Critical 
In the early stages, there may not be any symptoms. 
As kidney function decreases further, toxic wastes 
build up, and patients often feel sick to their stomachs 

Reference: 

1. N,tional teid'ntv Foundairion., Kidney Ston•s, 

http$;j/www.kkfney.ora/ato:/conttnt/kldntyitones
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and throw up, lose their appetites, have hiccups, 
and gain weight due to fluid retention. If left 
untreated, patients can also develop heart failure 
and fluid in their lungs. 

What you can do 
Controlling blood sugar levels, blood pressure and 
urinary bladder issues is best to limit the progres
sion of the disease. Avoid over-the-counter pain 
medications and other medications that damage 
the kidneys. 

Medical Treatment Standards 
Once the kidneys fail, three types of treatment can 
be used. These include kidney transplantation, 
hemodialysis, and peritoneal dialysis. 

Sunshine Kidney Care 
Nephrology Associates 

352.388.5800 

Ste 522 The Sharon Morse Medical Office Building 
1400 US Hwy 441N, The Villages FL 32159 
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Laser Genesis: A Noninvasive Way 

to Rejuvenate Your Skin 

S
kin conditions are a common occurrence, 

and although most are relatively benign, 

they can have a profound effect on the indi
vidual. Some common benign skin conditions 

include pigmentation issues such as freckles and age 

spots, as well as vascular issues, like facial veins, leg 

veins, spider angiomas, and rosacea. Many of these 

conditions occur due to sun damage, aging, environ

mental, genetic factors, and photoaging. 1 

The innovative medical company, Cutera, created a 

signature Laser Genesis'M procedure, which delivers 

a non-ablative, no-downtime treatment to address 

skin revitalization concerns, textural impurities, and 

scarring. Laser Genesis is safe for all skin types and 

serves as an excellent, noninvasive, skin rejuvena
tion procedure. 1 

Laser Genesis gently delivers heat to the problem 

area to address: 

• Diffuse redness

• Fine lines

• Skin quality

• Scars

• Acne scars

Benefits of Laser Genesis 

Minimal to no downtime skin revitalization. Perfect 

for busy, on-the-go individuals who are interested in 
combating the early signs of aging to reveal a new, 

radiant complexion. 

How does it work? 

This treatment improves the signs of aging by using 

skin resurfacing solutions that dramatically improve 
years of accumulated sun damage, wrinkles, and 

dark spots. 

JANUARY SPECIAL: 
Buy 5 Laser Genesis Treatments and get 

your 6th one FREE! 

At Total Nutrition and Therapeutics, we provide 

numerous aesthetic treatment options as well as 

functional medicine wellness practices to treat 
multiple conditions and disorders. 

MedSpa Aesthetic Services and Treatments 

We offer a wide variety of services and treatments 

at TNT to ensure that you'll get the best results 

possible. Whether you're looking to rejuvenate 
your skin, reduce cellulite, promote hair growth, or 

strengthen your immune system, our aesthetic 

services are worth exploring. 

Total Nutrition & Therapeutics' medspa services 

start with a free consultation. You'll work with our 
experts to create an individualized plan based on 
your lifestyle habits, including diet, sleep, and 

exercise. Some of the medspa services we offer 

include: 

• Microneedling for Skin Rejuvenation

• Radio Frequency Sculpting Therapy

• Low-Level Light Therapy for Hair Loss

• truSculpt ID for Body Contouring and Sculpting

• Laser Genesis Treatment

• Infrared Sauna Therapy to Strengthen Immune

System

• IV Therapy Treatments

Not sure which of these treatments and services 
are right for you? Schedule a consultation or 

appointment with one of our experts at TNT. We'll 
help create the right plan for you! 

If you want drug-free alternative options for your 
health needs, TNT treats both male and female 

patients who desire alternative therapies to get to 

the root cause of their conditions. 
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What is Functional Medicine? 

At Total Nutrition and Therapeutics, we have made 

it our mission to help our clients look at their 

health as their most valuable asset and protecting 

it requires a proactive mindset. Why wait until you 

feel bad to seek out help. Recognizing that our 

bodies can be in a state of dysfunction years before 

a disease starts, this approach to your "health 

care" can help you reduce unnecessary medical 

expenses and more importantly, down time from 

the enjoyment of life that you desire. Functional 

medicine, also known as integrative or lifestyle 

medicine, focuses on identifying the "root cause" 

of your dysfunction, listening to your story, com

pleting predictive lab testing and other diagnostic 

testing looking at markers that identify this dys

function and then, what sets TNT apart is what 

comes next. Our team of passionate, experienced, 

educated and creative providing you the tools to 

take control of the direction of your health. This 

approach has the power to help you live a life full 

of energy and joy! 

Total Nutrition & Therapeutics 

At TNT, their goal is to empower you to achieve 

your optimal state of health. Their vision is to 

create a wellness mindset momentum that is infec

tious-leaving obesity, illness, and disease 

behind-for lives that are truly healthy. Looking 

better, feeling better and functioning optimally is 

the key to a life of vitality! Let them help you 

achieve wellness for life! 

Call them to day to schedule your appointment 

at (352) 259-5190. 

Soun::t: 

1. https;//www.cutert.com/t)Ctl•v•tht•nt.-t�etntl'ltiOn·IHtr

platform.for-the•treatment·of•vascular-and•pi.gmentary-concerns/ 

TOT�L... nuTFtlTIC.-,
& Therapeutics 

TOTAL NUTRITION AND THERAPEUTICS 
809 HWY 466 UNIT 202-C 

LAOY LAKE. FL 32159 

352_259 _5190 

WWW_TNT4ME.COM 
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Aging Well Takes Work, 
But it's Absolutely Worth It 

W
hen it comes to aging well, we might 
conjure up images of seniors that are 
jogging, lively and glowing from within. 

While those things are typically associated with 

overall health, every ones fitness level, appearance 

and internal health is going to be different. What 

might look like the epitome of health to you, might 

not actually be what it seems. It's important to do 

all that you can now to stave off chronic illness and 

to live your best life, but it's never too late to take 

your health seriously. 

It all begins with you 

You have to take the initiative and responsibility for 

your health. How can you make sure you are on the 

right track? Talking to your provider is essential. 

They can help you meet your goals and to make 

certain that you are getting your screenings in 

timely manner. Scheduling your wellness exams, 

lab draws and seeing your physician regularly or if 

you have any new symptoms or changes in your 
health is imperative. 

It also begins with you taking your exercise and 

dietary habits more seriously. Always talk to your 

doctor before starting any new program. Adults 

that eat healthy, nutrient-dense foods such as the 

Mediterranean diet fare better in aging well. These 

whole foods include produce, seafood, olive oil, 

nuts and it significantly limits sugar, saturated fat, 

and refined, processed foods. 

Adults that exercise regularly have healthier car

diovascular symptoms, circulatory functioning, and 

are able to fight off illnesses better than those that 

live sedentary lives. Getting 30 minutes of exercise 

daily is recommended, but 30 minutes of exercise 

3 to 5 times per week is also beneficial. It doesn't 

have to be difficult or intense, but it's best to go at 

a pace that suitable for your fitness level. 

Cardiovascular Health 

If you have any cardiovascular conditions or 

symptoms, making an appointment with your 

doctor is critical. If you are having an emergency 

situation such as severe chest pains, tightness in 

your chest, slurred speech or face drooping call 

911. 

Cardiovascular Associates of Lake County 

At the Cardiovascular Associates of Lake County, 

we take your heart health personally. Our physi

cians have served the community for more than 

25 years. Combining state-of-the-art medical 

technology with compassionate care, our goal is 

to prevent and treat heart-related illnesses so 

you can live a long and heart-healthy life. 

Are you predisposed, based on lifestyle or 

biology, to heart related conditions? Allow our 

physicians to assess your heart health and rec

ommend the best course of action. Thanks to 

decades long relationships forged with local 

hospitals, our patients receive top care and 

patient admission is smooth and seamless. 

Our commitment to patient health extends long 

after you are discharged from the hospital. We 

believe that following up with patients is critical 

to ensuring your future health. 

The physicians and team at Cardiovascular Asso

ciates of Lake County are committed to provid

ing high-quality, compassionate care to all of our 

patients using cutting edge technology and 

state-of-the-art practices. 
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Cardiovascular Associates of Lake County offers 
numerous diagnostic imaging services including 

the following: 

• PET Scan

• Nuclear Stress Test

• Echocardiogram

• Carotid Ultrasound

• Vascular Ultrasound

• Electrocardiogram

Cardiovascular Associates of Lake County offers 
numerous procedures including the following: 

• Pacemaker implantation

• Balloon $tenting

• Angioplasty

• Vein Ablation

• Coronary Catheterization

• Angiography

Our team of experienced cardiologists provide 
top-of-the line, compassionate care to patients 
who are in need of cardiac surgery. You deserve 
the best, and we are the best. 

Put your heart in good hands at 
Cardiovascular Associates of 

Lake County. 

WWW.CVALAKECOUNTY.COM 

Florida Primary 

Care Group 

Adina :M. Ion :M.'D. 

7/oa.-a Certf/'!ett 
Intenzat .Jlfealcl:ne 

lrlA/ffk,tion WkhCor� AssodotesO/Wk�Coun(y, PA 

Adina M. Ion M.D. 

352-742-1171

LRMC Medical Plaza 
705 Doctors Court 

Leesburg, FL 32748 
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Social Distancing, Quarantine & Isolation: 
How to Cope 

S 
ince the beginning of the COVID-I 9
outbreak, the nation and the world has seen 
significant changes to daily living. While 

social distancing, quarantine and isolation help 
prevent the spread of infectious disease, these same 
practices may impact your mental health in a 
negative way. 

Common reactions 
Everybody reacts differently to stressful situations. 
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, you may 
experience anxiety, worry or fear for your own 
health, job security or obtaining things you need like 
groceries. You may also experience frustration with 
the uncertainty about the future. Symptoms of 
depression may arise, such as feeling hopeless, lack 
of appetite and trouble sleeping. If you haven't been 
able to see your loved ones, go to work or have the 
daily interactions you once had, a feeling of loneli
ness may set in. 

Taking care of yourself and others 
First, talk about your feelings with people you trust. 
Being open about your anxiety is the first step to 
relieving it. You'll probably find that they're having 
similar feelings and supporting one another is good 
for everyone's emotional health. Next, find a routine 
that makes you feel good. Plan meals, eat at the 
regular times, maintain your sleep schedule, get 
fresh air and exercise, and practice good hygiene 
and self-care. During times of chaos or uncertainty, 
maintaining routines goes a long way toward 
helping you feel more in control of your life. 

While it's important to stay inforn1ed, set boundar
ies around how much news and social media you 
consume each day. If you begin to feel over
whelmed, take a break. No matter what you 're 
feeling, the most important thing to remember is 
that you are not alone. Whether it's a close friend, a 
family member or a caring professional, lean on 
others who can support you. 

Help is always available, and healing is always 

possible. 

If you feel you need emotional support for yourself 

or for your family, call the New Directions Emo
tional Support hotline at 833-848-1764. This is a free 

Source: 
hups:llinm;florldab/11e.C1J1tlibfog/ht)n'-l<>-C()JM-$()C}o/-dlsronclng 

and confidential 24/7 mental health helpline staffed 

by trained and caring professionals ready to guide you 

to the care you need. 

Reduce stigma & save lives 

Talking about your mental health struggles with 

others will not only help you get the care you need, 

but it can also begin to break down the stigma around 

mental health. Every year we see devasting rates of 

suicide in the U.S. that continue to climb. But with 

open and honest conversations about our struggles, 

we can make a real difference and save lives. 
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To learn more about the warning signs and how to get 

help if you're experiencing depression or suicidal 

thoughts, visit ndbh.com/suicide or talk to your 

doctor. #StopSuicide 

MEDICARE 
Y0t.1r loeel Blue Cross Blue Sh.eld 

Call your local agent today. 

352-401-5611
Dell Richards 
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Obstructive Sleep Apnea & Oral Appliances: 

A Solution for a Good Night's Sleep 
By Richard W. Rozensky, DDS, D.ABDSM 

S 
leep apnea affects more than 25 million 
people in the United States. It is a progres
sive condition that interrupts breathing 

patterns throughout a person's sleep. People that 
suffer from Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) may 
have episodes of stopping breathing up to hundreds 
of times per night for IO seconds or longer, and 
along with this disruption comes many adverse side 
effects and morbidities. 

What Causes Sleep Apnea? 

The Short answer to sleep apnea's cause is that the 
airway collapses during sleep due to one or more of 
the following conditions, obesity, drinking alcohol, 
smoking, stress, lung disease like COPD, emphy
sema or asthma, drugs, and various ailments. Once 
the sleep pattern is disrupted, the lack of oxygen to 
the brain and heart can cause serious health 
concerns and implications. 

What are the Side Effects and Complications Asso

ciated with Sleep Apnea? 

• High blood pressure

• Cardiovascular disorders

• Chronic disease

• Diabetes

• Depression

• Behavioral issues

• Stroke

• Brain health impairment

If not treated, over time, OSA can lead to heart 
attacks, stroke, diabetes, and other serious com
plications. 

What are the symptoms of Sleep Apnea? 

• Snoring

• Gasping

• Dry mouth

• Choking

• Cognitive decline or brain fog

• Restless sleeping

• Depression and irritability

Obstructive Sleep Apnea & Oral Appliances: 

Have you tried CPAP therapy and failed? 

The customary first line of treatment for sleep apnea 
is a PAP device. However, many patients are unable 
to tolerate the use of a PAP, and therefore are not 
achieving optimum treatment results. Those patients 
are candidates for Oral Appliance Therapy, or OAT. 
Research shows that a custom-fit oral appliance is 
an effective therapeutic treatment option for 
Obstructive Sleep Apnea and can also help to elimi
nate snoring. A custom oral appliance is similar to a 
nightguard or retainer and is designed to assist in 
opening the airway. By opening the airway, you 
increase your oxygen intake, as well as improve 
your sleep, and your over-all health. The American 
Medical Association, The American Academy of 
Sleep Medicine and the American Board of Dental 
Sleep Medicine, all recommend OAT to be pre
scribed by a Sleep Physician and fabricated by an 
ABDSM qualified dentist. 

The negative effects of poor sleep are numerous. 
We all know the short term results of not sleeping 
well and feeling terrible but what about the more 
serious health concerns? If left untreated, people 
may experience poor memory, decreased cognitive 
function leading to dementia and Alzheimer's 
disease, cardiovascular disease including high blood 
pressure, insulin resistance, obesity and worsening 
symptoms of asthma and COPD due to lack of 
oxygen to the brain during sleeping hours. The 
good news is that if properly diagnosed and treated 
early, the effects of Sleep Apnea can be reversed 
over time. 

COVID-19 and Sleep Apnea 

It is the position of the American Academy of Dental 
Sleep Medicine (AADSM) that oral appliance 
therapy (OAT) should be prescribed as a first-line 
therapy for the treatment of obstructive sleep apnea 
(OSA) during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Village Sleep Dentistry 

352.430.1710 

villagesleepdentistry.com 

1950 Laurel Manor Drive, Suite 1808 
The Villages, Florida 32162 
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This recommendation is being made based on the 
following information: 

• The American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM)
has indicated that PAP therapy potentially exposes indi
viduals, especially those in proximity to the patient, to
increased risk of transmission of COVID-19. 

• A number of studies have found evidence that
COVID-19 can remain suspended in the air in
aerosol particles

• It is unknown whether it is possible for patients to
be re-infected from re-using PAP tubing, filters,
and/or masks.

• There have been reported shortages of distilled
water and other supplies necessary for optimal use of
PAP machines.

• Oral appliances do not generate aerosols and can be
easily disinfected by patients to kill the COVID-19
virus

Best of all, Village Sleep Dentistry provides CDC rec
ommended, single use WatchPATT" ONE contactless, 
first and only disposable Home Sleep Apnea Test. 

At Village Sleep Dentistry, we not only have the 
qualifications, but we are also a Medicare approved 
provider as well. If you have Sleep Apnea, consider 
improving your health and your quality of life. Your 
body and mind will thank you. 

Meet Dr. Rozensky 
As a Diplomate of the American Academy of Dental 
Sleep Medicine and recognized as a qualified dentist 
by the American Board of Dental Sleep Medicine. 
Dr. Rozensky earned his Doctorate of Dental Surgery 
degree from University of New York at Buffalo and 
then went on to serve our country in the United 
States Air Force, after which he enjoyed private 
practice in General Dentistry for over 20 years. Dr. 
Rozensky now includes bis passion for Sleep Den• 
tistry in his practice and finds true joy in the life 
changing care he is providing. 

Village Sleep Dentistry 
At Village Sleep Dentistry, our dentist Dr. Richard 
Rozensky and the entire dental team will work 
closely with you so that you can make informed deci
sions about your health. In addition to sleep den
tistry, we offer all aspects of dental care and 
treatment including restorative, general, cosmetic 
dentistry and more. 

From the moment you step in the door you will feel 
at ease. You will be welcomed by a warm and 
inviting atmosphere, combined with a professional 
and caring team. You will immediately recognize the 
emphasis on professionalism and quality, from the 
people who care for you to the technology used-this 
is the way dental care should be! 
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How Much Omega-3 Do You Need for Results? 
By Anne-Marie Chalmers, MD 

I 
f you pop a daily fish oil capsule, it can be 
tempting to think you're all set in the omega-3 
department. 

But research tells a different story: 4 out of 5 supple
ment users have low omega-3 levels. 

Consuming enough omega-3s is associated with a 
myriad of benefits, from improved heart health to 
reduced inflammation. But to fully cover your 
omega-3 needs, it often takes a higher dose than 
many anticipate to experience benefits. 

Exactly how much fish oil are we talking about? Let's 
take a closer look at the research, and how to calcu
late the correct serving size based on your product. 

Why Omega-3s Are Beneficial 
Omega-3 fatty acids play many roles in our bodies. 
They're critical for fighting inflammation, supporting 
the microbiome, keeping the cell membranes flexible, 
and promoting healthy cell signaling (to name a few 
key functions). 

Because of these effects, scientists have extensively 
researched omega-3s for a variety of health issues, 
including cardiovascular disease, mood disorders, 
joint problems, dry eyes, and much more. 

What Kinds of Omega-3s Are Best? 
The two most important members of the omega-3 
family are called eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and 
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), which are mainly found 
in oily fish and fish oil. 

EPA and DHA aren't the only types of omega-3s that 
exist, but they are considered the most potent ones. 
That's why almost all omega-3 research in the last 50 
years has focused on these fatty acids. 

There's less research about the effects of the 
plant-based omega-3 - ALA - that's found in walnuts, 
flaxseed, and chia seeds. While our bodies have 
enzymes that convert ALA into EPA (and to some 
extent DHA), this conversion rate is negligible. For that 
reason, the strength of an omega-3 supplement is typi
cally measured by how much EPA and DHA it contains. 

Most Americans Do Not Get Enough Omega-3s 
In spite of the many benefits of omega-3s, an esti
mated 95% of Americans do not have optimal levels. 

Even regular omega-3 supplement users often fall 
short, as a study from Grassroots Health demon
strated. Of 494 supplement users, only 19% 
achieved adequate omega-3 index scores. 

While the reasons for the low levels can vary from 
genetic differences to poor compliance, one big 
culprit is the surprisingly small servings of omega-3s 
found in most products. Indeed, fish oil capsules typ
ically only contain 10 - 15% the amount of EPA and 
DHA used in successful clinical trials I 

These low EPA/DHA doses are problematic since the 
effectiveness of omega-3s depends on the amount 
consumed. 

Research has consistently shown that at least 2000 
mg of EPA/DHA daily may be necessary for anti
inflammatory effects. Similarly, scientists have 
estimated that the average American adult needs 
2000 mg of EPA/DHA daily to reach a healthy 
omega-3 level. 

For certain conditions-like rheumatoid arthritis and 
hyperlipidemia - studies typically find that 3000 mg 
of EPA/DHA daily and up are required for positive 
results. 

How Much EPA and DHA Is in Regular Fish Oil 
Supplements? 
Fish oil capsules often advertise that they provide 
1000 mg of fish oil, which sounds like a big dose. 
That is until you realize that fish oil is only partially 
made up of omega-3s. 

Natural (ie. non-concentrated) fish oils contain a 
maximum of 30% EPA and DHA combined. With a 
regular 1000 mg fish oil capsule, that means you're 
only getting 300 mg of EPA/DHA. 

Concentrated omega-3 products contain higher 
levels of EPA and DHA per serving. But even with 
concentrated capsules, you typically have to swallow 
a small handful of pills to get a meaningful amount 
of EPA/DHA per day. 

How to Calculate Your Dosage 
To make sure you get an effective dose, check the 
amount of EPA and DHA per serving listed in your 
product's supplement facts. 
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While the exact levels of EPA and DHA will vary by 
brand and source, the below table shows the normal 
ranges: 

How Many Pill$ Do You Need to Get 2000 • 3000 mg EPA/DHA? 

·-- •�Cose Per Urit -·-

Rt,Qulaf�OI� 300,noEPA� 7 -10� 

OOtlcentmfXI liSllo,ti � 600Ml)EPA� 3-6et1P$Ule$ 

K.ril oilicaps,.,c 75 mo EPNOHA 27.-4(1� 

T�OfcodlW'l'OII 1000/'l'IO(P,\ll)HA 2-31e,11� 

�d·� :2()()() -3000 mg EPA<>HA ... �

Ome,-OUreEWaSnr,gU'I 3CKIO mg EPAIOHA 1 viii (13.4 Ml) 

Alternatives to capsules are better choices for many 
people. For instance, liquid cod liver oil makes it easy 
to get more omega-3s in a few teaspoons (and may 
be better absorbed by the body too). 

Eating fatty fish - like sardines, salmon and herring -
multiple times a week is another great way to get 
more EPA/DHA. If you go that route, pay attention to 
how you prepare your fish (so you don't lose the 
majority of omega-3s during cooking). 

This article originally oppeored on omego3innovotions.com. 

For the /vii text and references, visit: 

https://omego3innovatfons.tom/blog/how•much•omega-3-fish--oil

doi/y•will•produce.r�ults/ 

About Anne-Marie Chalmers, MD 
Born and raised in the United States, Dr. Chalmers 
graduated from Brown University and completed her 
medical training at the University of Oslo in Norway. 
Dr. Chalmers practiced medicine in Norway for many 
years. Today, she serves as president of Omega3 
Innovations. 

INNOVATIONS 

Call us at 941.485.4400 

www.omega3innovations.com 
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Hand and Wrist Injuries are Common in Pickleball 

P 
ickleball is a popular activity that seems to 
have taken Florida by storm. Everyone 
seems to be playing pickleball and loving 

it. According to the USAPA (USA Pickleball Asso
ciation), 70% of the participants playing pickle
ball are over the age of 60. That's a lot of seniors 
out there enjoying this exciting sport, but that 
also means that there are more injuries needing 
medical attention. 

Pickleball can lead to many injuries throughout 
the body, but due to the constant torquing of the 
arm and wrist in Pickleball, wrist and hand 
injuries are very common. Proper stretching and 
warming up are always recommended before 
encountering any activity. Not overdoing it is also 
critical, but accidents and injuries are sometimes 
inevitable. 

Hand Injuries 
Hand injuries can be from exacerbating a preex
isting carpal tunnel disorders or injuring the 
fingers. Fractures are not uncommon and usually 
are the result of falling with an outstretched 
hand. This in turn can also cause wrist, arm and 
shoulder injuries as well. 

Wrist Injuries 
Concerning the wrist, often these are related to 
tendonitis issues, which is when the tendons 
become inflamed and swell. A wrist sprain 
happens when stretching or tearing of the 
ligament occurs. The wrist ligaments are strong 
bands of connective tissue that connect the end 
of the hand and wrist bones. Your wrist ligaments 
stabilize and support the joints. When injured in 
sports such as Pickleball, the sport should be 
halted and avoided until you are healed. Stabili
zation, rest and anti-inflammatory medications 
often help patients recover within a few weeks. 

Occupational Therapy (OT) 
For these types of injury, occupational therapy is 
a recommend way to speed healing, recover 
optimally, and to train you to avoid reinjury. If you 
require surgery, PT is also highly recommended 
to increase the healing process. 

Innovative Therapies Group has multiple Certified 
Hand Therapist onsite. 

Exercises and Stretching Examples Provided by 
the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons: 

Medial Nerve Glides 

• Hold each position below for 3 to 7 seconds.

• Make a fist with your thumb outside your fingers
{ 1)

• Extend your fingers while keeping your thumb
close

• to the side of your hand (2)

• Keep your fingers straight and extend your wrist
{bend your hand backward toward your forearm)
(3)

• Keep your fingers and wrist in position and
extend your thumb { 4)

• Keep your fingers, wrist, and thumb extended
and turn your forearm palm up (5)

• Keep your fingers, wrist, and thumb extended
and use your other hand to gently stretch the
thumb (6)

• Repeat 10 to 1 5 repetitions a day

Wrist Extension Stretch 
• Straighten your arm and bend your wrist back as

if signaling someone to "stop."

• Use your opposite hand to apply gentle pressure
across the palm and pull it toward you until you
feel a stretch on the inside of your forearm.

• Hold the stretch for 15 seconds.

• Repeat 5 times, then
perform this stretch on
the other arm.

Innovative Therapies 
Group understands that 
patient education is critical 
to alleviate further injury 

and to promote the most efficacious healing. 
Coupled with family participation, self-help man
agement to promote and maintain independent 
function, mobility and communication is critical. 

Occupational Therapy/Hand Therapy and Physical 
Therapy is used to help with numerous indications 
and conditions like retraining the body to 
improve gait and balance and also after hip, 
knee or shoulder replacement and so much 
more. There is no better way to alleviate pain, 
increase range-of-motion and live a more mobile 
higher quality of life than through therapy. 

To find out more or to schedule your appoint
ment, please contact Innovative Therapies 
Group today. 

Innovative Therapies Group, Inc. 
352-433-0091 I innovativetherapiesgroup.com

Make your cerebral 
cortex go 'ahhhh.' 

�•/ Aiinnovative 
Therapies Group Inc. 

Some 95% of us don't get enough of two viral brain 
nutrients - omega•3 fatty acids and melatonin - as we 
age. It's no wonder memory troubles, sleep issues, stress 
and perpetual brain fog follow! 

Fortunately, the answer is easy: Satisfy your need for 
more omcga-3s and melatonin with Omega Restore~. 
Your brain (and a few other parrs) will thank you. 

Omega3 Innovations I omega3innovations.com I 941.485.4400 

Changing lives ... 
One patient at a time! 

352-433-0091
www.innovativetherapiesgroup.com 

Ocala 

2801 SW College Rd 
Ocala, FL 34474 

Summerfield 

14031 Del Webb Blvd 
Summerfield, FL 34491 

Lady Lake 
929 US-27 #301 
Lady Lake, FL 32159 

www.HealthandWellnessFL.com 

Wildwood 
805 S. Main St 
Wildwood, FL 34785 
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The Right Food May Be Wrong For You 
By Compton Chiropractic Care 

Y
ou've seen your doctor, but nothing seems to 
explain the cause of these symptoms. Well get 
ready 10 change every1hing you ever 1hough1 

you knew abou1 your diet, nutri1ion and how to be 
healthy! Complon Chiroprac1ic is now offering a new 1es1 
lha1 pinpoin1s exac1ly wha1 foods are toxic 10 your body 
so you can stop feeling lousy, tired moody, or bloated. 

Years ago scientists discovered your body has an internal 
chemical balance 1hat is as unique to you as your finger
prinl. Likewise, every food you eat has its own "chemical 
imbalance"; a unique set of natural or man-made chemi
cals. As your body reacts differen1ly to each and every 
food, lhe food you eat each day will enhance proper body 
chemistry, or disrupt lhe correct balance. In fac1, 95% of 
lhe patients 1ha1 are 1es1ed show 1hat one or more foods 
!hey regularly eat cause a toxic reaction in the body. You
migh1 not even no1ice lhese inflammatory reactions.
Most of them work at a cellular level, and may cause
symptoms that you will not notice right away. Nutritious
foods you eat (like com, soy, egg whites, green pepper or
chicken for example) may actually act like an invader to
your body. When you eat foods that form inflammation in
your system, those foods can cause hamuul, chronic 
problems wi1h your health. 

What can I do? 
Compton Chiropractic is now partnering with Jmmuno
labs in order to determine how your body reacts to the 
foods you eat is through a test called a Bloodprint. This 
simple blood test pinpoints the foods that support healthy 
body chemistry and those that are toxic to you. 

This is not a standard blood test nor is it a regular food 
allergy test that most doctors order. While most doctors 
test life-threatening types of allergic reaction, this blood
print tests for foods that are slowly causing inflammatory 
responses in your body. This could explain why you are 
experiencing chronic pain or flare ups of autoimmune 
reactions (such as rheumatoid arthritis psoriatic arthritis, 
multiple sclerosis etc). 

What makes lmmunolabs different to other 
diet problems? 
It is simple, we help you finds foods !hat your body does 
not want you to ingest. Then, lmmunolabs offe.rs a cus
tomized meal plan for your exact body chemistry includ
ing special reporting available on 154+ foods. Your 
custom meal plan will include "good" foods and elimi
nate any toxic foods. This nutritional plan will also work 
to remove cravings, eliminate binge eating and line up 
your food intake with your unique body chemistry in 
order to achieve and maintain your ideal weight as well as 
decreasing inflammation in your body. 

lmmunoiabs will continue to work with you in order 
to improve your diet by offering personalized 
coaching phone sessions with trained health ad-vis
ers and a free online forum. 

Wi1h foods that support healthy digestion and proper 
functions you can unleash your physical, emotional, 
and mental energy. Set up a consultation today so you 
can start a palhway to experiencing better health and a 
positive ou1look to a new glow in health! 

Ask yourself if you experience any of 

the following: 

• Musculoskeletal: osteoarthritis, rheumatoid
arthritis, multiple sclerosis, gout, neuropathy,
thyroid dysfunction, Addison's Disease,
diabetes, lupus erythematosus?

• Digestive Tract issues: belching, bloated
feeling, constipation, diarrhea, nausea, passing
gas, stomach pains, vomiting, Irritable Bowel
Syndrome, Diverticulitis, Celiac's Disease?

• Ears: Drainage from ear, ear aches, ear infections,
hearing loss, itchy ears, ringing in ears?

• Emotions: Aggressiveness, anxiety/fear, depression,
irritability/anger, mood swings nervousness?

• Energy and activity: Apathy, fatigue, hyperactivity,
le1hargy, restlessness, sluggishness?

• Eyes: Blurred vision, dark circles, itchy eyes, sticky
or swollen eyelids, watery eyes?

• Dizziness: Faintness, headaches, insomnia,
light-headedness?

• Joint and Muscles: aches in muscles, arthritis,
feeling of weakness, limited movement, pain in
joints, stiffness?

• Lungs: Asthma, bronchitis, chest congestion,
difficulty breathing, shortness of breath, wheezing?
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• Mind: Confusion, learning disabilities, poor
concentration, poor memory?

• Mouth and Throat: Canker sores, chronic coughing.
gagging, sore throat, swollen tongue, lips, or gums?

• Nose: excessive mucous, hay fever, sinus problems,
sneezing attacks, stuffy nose?

• Skin: acne, dermatitis, ec.zema, excessive sweating,
flushing/hot flashes, hair loss, hives, rashes itching?

• \Veight: binge eating, compulsive eating, cravings
excessive weight, underweight, water retention?

• Other: anaphylactic reactions, chest pains, frequent
illness, genital itch, irregular or rapid heanbeat,
urgent urination?

�Compwn 
W Cniropractic

"Pulling yourj(1mi/ies hellitl, in ourfiunilies hands" 

352-391-9467

Providing Quality Chiropractic Care 10 pa1icnts in 
and around The Villages, Florida. 

Our Philosophy 
• Treat patients as individuals identifying their

unique needs and sci of problems
• Perform a thorough Onhopcdic and l'\eurologic

examination with all new patients
• Use the highly reliable and world-renown Palmer

"hands on .. technique of Chiropractic care
• Provide palicnts wilh non-surgical ahcmalivcs to pain
• Avoid long-tenn treatmenl plans or large

ou1-of-pockct expenses

Our Facility Offers 
• Medicare accredilation for DME bracing
• Statc-of-1hc-art 1rca1mcnt tables
• On-site digilal x-ray
• Physical Rehab suite with cold laser, ultrasound,

electrical stimulation, Graston, Kinesio tape, and
mechanical traction therapies, blood and urine testing

• Clinical Nutrition
• Quality care without the ,vait

Accepting 
• Medicare • Medicare Replacement Plans
• Blue Cross Blue Shield • Cigna • Humana
• United I Ieahh Care plans • Personal Injury

• Medicaid • Workers Compensation • Freedom lleahh
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How to Sell Your Home Fast 

and For the Most Money 

Most people like neutral paint colors as it helps them 
bener visualize their own items in the home, Gening 
a fresh coat of paint on the walls and the trim can do 
wonders to brighten a home. If you have bright 
colors and don't want to invest in painting, try to 
keep your furnishing simple and modem looking. 

TASHA OSBOURNE, BA• PREMIER SO THEBYS INTERNATIONAL REALTY Hiring staggers is helpfol, but so is browsing a few 
home magazines or looking online for ideas. Places 
like Home Goods, Target and TJ Maxx are great 
places to purchase home furnishings that are profes
sional looking, but don't break the bank. I

t's a seller's market, but the key to selling your 
home fast and for the most money is in the details. 
Staging is a critical aspect of selling a home, that 

often goes overlooked by the seller. If a potential buyer 
is looking at a home similar to yours that is stagged 
well, the likelihood they will pass on yours is high. 
Staging helps the buyer to visualize a bener version of 
the property, and they may overlook some of the other 
issues that need upgrades. 

According to the 2019 Profile of Home Staging, a report 
from the National Association of Realtors (NAR), 25% 
of buyers' agents and 22% of sellers' agents said that 
staging a home increases the offer price by between I% 
and 5%, compared to other sintilar homes on the market 
that aren't staged.' 

Staging 101 

Clean Homes are Critical 
Clean the home of have a professional clean it from the 
floor to the ceiling. Make the appliances and the 
bathroom sparkle. Make sure the floors are clean and 
the countertops need to be well taken care of with either 
polish or cleaning solutions depending on the type of 
counters you have, 

Be sure to pressure wash the outside and consider 
having the roof professionally cleaned. Remove any 
cobwebs or spiderwebs inside and out. Blow leaves off 
of the deck and driveway. A clean home lets the buyer 
know it's been well taken care of over the years. 

Refetence: 

National Association of Realtors. •2019 Profile of Home Staging ... 
Atcess,d Nov. 18, 2020. 

Declutter Everything 
No one wants to see your mail strewn across the 
kitchen counter, or your messy workspace. Put every
thing away. Either use drawers to conceal items, or 
purchase storage containers to organize in the garage 
or in the closets. 

Don't leave toiletries out, put those away each time 
a potential buyer visits your home. A cluttered home 
looks unkempt and disorganized. 

Furnishings 
Even though, they are not buying your furnishings 
(most likely), these should be presented well. Beds 
should be decorated and up to date. Fresh new throw 
pillows and blankets can add an interior design feel, 
as do subdued paintings and artwork. 

If you have outdated furniture or worn and tom furni
ture, replace them or get neutral toned covers for 
them. If your living area or bedrooms are overloaded 
with large furniture, consider removing a few pieces. 

Replace or have dirty area rugs or carpets profession
ally cleaned, 

Bringing in a few poned plants to add greenery and 
life to the home are also wonderful ways to make it 
feel clean, updated, and healthy. 

Make it Neutral and Depersonalized 
Depersonalizing your home may seem counterintui• 
rive, but removing any personal pictures, family 
photos, etc., will allow the buyer to forget it's your 
home and visualize themselves as the owners. 

Exterior 
The outside of the home should have well-trimmed 
trees, hedges, and a freshly mowed lawn, 

If your home needs paining, consider having it 
touched up. Also, adding potted plants and updating 
light fixtures is critical. The outside is the first thing 
buyers see when they pull up to you home and first 
impressions are lasting. 

Tasha Osbourne, often advises and recom• 

mends staging techniques for her clients. 

Real estate in Ocala is booming, If you'l'e intel'estcd in 
buying or selling, make sure ro go with an agent that is 

trusted for their quality and perfonnance levels. Tasha 
Osboume is one of the top Sotheby's Real Estate Agents 
in the a1'0a. Her clients speak higbly of her hard work and 
dedication to buying and selling properties. 

Call Tasha today at (352) 613-6613. 

TASHA OSBOURNE, BA 
MANAGING I LUXURY HOMES & EQUESTRIAN GROUP 

Premier Sotheby's International Realty 
Serving Ocala & the Surrounding Area 
603 E Fort King Street Ocala FL 344 71 

C (352) 613,6613

Top Selling Lifestyle Producer: Lllxury. 
Golf, Eques1rian, Rancb & Fann 

Luxury is not a price point but a level of service. 

Your end-of-year tax deductible donation may be 

designated to honor or mcmoriafizc a loved one 

who has gone before. It's easy to help us fulfill 

our promise by donating securely on line at 

ComerstoneHospicc.org. 

� 
Cornerstone 
- HOSPICE S<rvingSina 1984

866-742-6655 cshospice.org
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How Can Adults Help Children 
Who Have Lost a Loved One? 
By Kristen Nardolillo, LCSW, Cornerstone Hospice Children's Bereavement Counselor 

W 
hen someone loses a loved one, the person 
can experience a variety of intense 
feelings. The emotions can be consuming 

and even overwhelming to the point it affects 

everyday Ii fe. 

Through life experience, an adult may recognize that 

the range of feelings are due to grief. But for a child, 

the loss of a loved one may be confusing and over

whelming. 

Children grieve differently from adults; they are 

much more sensitive to the energy that encompasses 

their environment. In fact, kids can be highly per

ceptive, often knowing a lot more about the death 

than adults think they do. 

Parents and caregivers often ask me, "what's the best 

way to talk to my child about death?" The answer is 

that there is not just one right way to have the con

versation. 

National Grief Awareness Day (August 30) is 

intended to raise awareness to the numerous ways 

individuals cope with loss. Due to the recent 

pandemic, more children may have been touched by 

a greater sense of grief. 

These suggestions for helping children may be of 

comfort to adults, too: 

1) Don't be afraid to express your own feelings.

Some parents/caregivers feel the need to protect

their child by hiding or suppressing their own

reaction to a loss, out of fear that it could cause a

child even more pain. The problem with this

approach is that the child may then begin to mirror

the behavior, by hiding and filtering their own

expression of grief. They may begin to think that

expressions like crying are a bad thing, and refrain

from showing others this form of pain. By parents

and caregivers openly expressing their own

feelings, it shows the child that it is okay to be sad

and feel pain after a loss. This also normalizes what

the child is experiencing and validates any need for

self-expression.

Kristen Nardolillo, LCSW is Cornerstone 

Hospices Children s Bereavement Counselor. 

2) Use realistic language. Kids tend to take things

very literally. Using phrases like "passed away" or

"resting in heaven" might sound more nurturing
than terms like "dead" and "dying," however this

clear language is necessary for children to under

stand the nature of what just happened. A child may

feel confused if such language is avoided, prolong

ing their ability to heal. Children cannot begin to
heal until they fully understand the permanence of

their loss.

3) Reinforce that death is not their fault. Young
children can have "magical thinking" that leads them
to believe they may have caused a death through
something they did or said. Sometimes a gentle
reminder that they are in no way to blame for a death,
can resolve or prevent feelings of guilt.

4) After a loss, it is common for kids to want to
shut down and avoid interaction with others. Plan
a weekly family meeting that allows everyone to
share about bow their week is going. Allow this to
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be a judgement free zone, giving everyone an oppor
tunity to speak and feel beard. For little ones, using 
dice with topics on each face (family, friends, 
school...) can make this more of a game-like 
activity, which encourages participation. 

S) Laugh! Don't be afraid to laugh a little while you
grieve. Kids, and even adults, can think that experi
encing joy and happiness after a death means that
they are forgetting about, or no longer honoring
their deceased loved one. Plan fun activities
throughout the week, so that together you can learn
that healing does not mean forgetting.

Remember, kids can only experience small doses of 
intense emotion, which means they may not react to 
grief the same way an adult would. Don't be overly 
concerned if a child's grief looks and sounds differ
ent from your own. Grief is something everyone 
experiences at some point, and all will express grief 
in our own unique way. 

Providing a loving, non-judgmental environment 
for your child, will allow him/her to feel comfort
able when they are ready to talk about their grief. Be 
patient and don't expect that you will have all the 
answers. 

Cornerstone Hospice offers bereavement support 
for children and adults living in the communities it 
serves. Participation is free and the lost loved one 
did not have to be in Cornerstone's care. To learn 
more about group and individual bereavement 

support, email bereavement€}cshospice.org or call 
866-742-6655.

Additional resources to help with grief or stress and 
anxiety can be found at Cornerstone's Kids, which 
offers a series of activities including games, music, 
workshops, crafts and more. Participation in Cor
nerstone's Kids is also free and information is avail
able at http://cornerstoneskids.org. 

� 

Cornerstone 
- H O $ P I C E Servi,og Since t 984
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Your Secret Weapon for the New Year 
By Alex Anderson

I 
n August of 1996, I was having breakfast with a 
pastor that I admired. He did not come from a 
privileged family, but his life was full of good 

things. He was very blessed in every way. He had 
started his church a year and a half earlier, and it was 
flourishing. He had a beautiful, healthy family. His 
finances were abundant. He was a VFR pilot and 
flew a twin engine Cessna to speaking engagements. 
There were many other things to admire about him 
as a person and as a Bible teacher. 

As we talked that morning, I could not help myself, 
so I had to ask him how he had become so blessed. I 
had never met anyone, especially in ministry, quite 
as successful at such young age. 

Here Is what he shared. 

He said that when he was a struggling student in 
school to become a minister, the president of the 
school bad personally mentored him ... then be 
stopped in the middle of his story, looked at me and 
said something that completely surprised me. "But 
the real key to my success is something the presi
dent gave me. That one thing changed everything in 
my life. And since you asked I'll give it to you if 
you'll follow me to my office." I eagerly finished 
my coffee, got into my car and hurried to his office. 
I don't believe in magic but I do believe that God 
wants to bless our lives. What my friend gave me 
has caused my life to be blessed in every sense of 
the word, and so I want to give it to you as Your 
Secret Weapon for the New Year. 

My friend called it, "His Daily Agreement with 
God." It's not fancy and not even grammatically 
correct, but the effects are powerful and have 
changed the lives of many people I have shared it 
with since then. It's a prayer that when used with 
even a little bit of faith touches the heart of God 
and He responds to it. You read it out loud twice 
(morning and evening) a day to God. Due to the 
limits of space ... here is an excerpt (it's about three 
pages long). I renamed it. 

My Daily Agreement with God's Will for My L.ife 

Father in heaven, thank you that you are estab
lishing me in Christ Jesus. According to 
Phi/emon I :6 - "that the confession of my faith 
may become effectual by my acknowledging every 
good thing which is in me in Christ Jesus. 

20 _ is the best year of my life and today will be the 
greatest day of my life so far. During this year I 
will grow abundantly in every area of my life: Spir
itually, Mentally, Physically, Emotionally, Socially, 
and Financially. 

I know my Heavenly Father's voice and will hear 
no other. I am in His perfect will for my life. I am 
diligent to do my Father's will and speak only that 
which is pleasing to Him. I am a yielded vessel. 

You, Holy Spirit, are my friend and you give me the 
power to overcome the evil tendencies of my flesh 
so that I can submit to the Lordship of Jesus Christ 
in spirit and indeed. 

No matter what the circumstance I have the mind of 
Christ and operate In His wisdom and ability and 
the peace of God keeps my heart and mind through 
Christ Jesus. I ask and receive grace daily to walk 
in holiness. 
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l don't have cares; l have cast them all on the Lord.
Peace, righteousness, security, and triumph over

opposition are my heritage from the Lord Jesus. In

the middle of all my thoughts is your comfort that

cheers me up and makes me full ofjoy and happi

ness. I am always a happy person. I rely on the

Greater One who indwells me to equip me for the
job God has called me to do.

Jesus has redeemed me from the curse of the law. 

Heavenly Father you are continually delivering me 

from the hands of my adversary. 

Because I am always living with you as the Highest 

of all my thoughts, I will live in your favor. When I 

am in trouble I can call on You and You will give me 

Your immediate attention and come to my aid with 

honor and deliver me with dignity. My Father in 

Heaven blesses me to be a blessing. 

I have the righteousness of Christ, and when God 

the Father looks at me He sees Jesus. Father God 

will never leave nor forsake me. This gives me the 
power to keep myself calm in the face of temptation 

and of adversity. 

Bless me indeed. I ask that your hand would be with 

me. Deliver me from evil, both temptation, and 

harm. Lord, Help me to be a second mile Christian. 

Help me to remember that I am not my flesh, 

because of the beautiful Lord Jesus Christ who is in 

me Who is my hope of Glory ... 

Let me know what God does this year as you pray 
this prayer. For me, it's been quite amazing! 

To your spiritual health, 

Alex E. Anderson

Senior Associate Pastor at 
Bayside Community Church 

P.S. HAPPY NEW!! If you want the complete 
copy of My Daily Agreement with God's Will for 

My Life, I would be glad to email it to you. 
Just go to alexanderson.org 






